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Primary Care Attorney™ For
 Your Business






From outside general counsel to business litigation and employer defense, we offer large-firm representation at a much more affordable cost.




















We Help You Keep What’s Yours





Seasoned Litigation Assistance In The Tampa Bay Area












Customized Solutions From A Proven Trial Lawyer






Based in Tampa, Padgett Law, P.A., delivers cost-effective representation and proactive counsel to business owners and professionals across Florida. We firmly believe a lawyer should offer real solutions to your concerns, saving your company time and money instead of contributing to the problem. We offer the same quality representation that large firms do at a significantly lower overall cost.

Stanley Padgett is an accomplished litigator with decades of experience in business and commercial litigation, construction, employment defense and other civil litigation. From disputes with customers to high-stakes litigation involving multimillion-dollar companies, he combines forceful representation with savvy negotiation to maneuver for the most favorable outcome.
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Stanley T. Padgett







A Hands-On Background In The Construction Business






As the son of a civil engineer, Stanley Padgett spent his teens and college years doing surveying, drafting, design and utilities construction work. With that foundation, construction law and construction litigation became a strong niche in his law practice.

Padgett Law, P.A., understands construction disputes from all perspectives. We can knowledgeably address construction contracts, bid disputes, construction liens, construction defects and other legal complications faced by owners, contractors, suppliers, developers and architecture firms in the Tampa Bay area.













The Advice You Need To Stay Out Of Trouble






A great deal of our work is legal consulting and litigation support designed to keep you out of trouble. Stanley Padgett serves as outside general counsel to small and mid-sized companies, advising on opportunities and troubleshooting disputes. He also coordinates with in-house corporate counsel at bigger companies when they need a trial lawyer with expertise in our areas of focus.

Padgett Law, P.A., delivers value through reviewing contracts and construction documents, steering clients away from legal traps or risky deals, strategizing asset protection, and game-planning litigation for the quickest and least expensive resolution. Our goal is to help you keep what’s yours.
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Highly Responsive And Accessible






Attorney Stanley Padgett combines experienced counsel with personal attention. Clients have his cellphone number so they can reach him at any time with questions and concerns, and they know they will receive a prompt response.













Before Any Big Decisions …






I had a construction client who decided to do their own subcontract. A five-minute phone call would have saved them $100,000. That’s what it cost them not to call me!

It’s so easy to do it right the first time and so expensive to fix the mistakes. Let me spend 30 minutes to spot the landmines. Then if you still want to sign the contract, you can.

~ Stanley Padgett
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Schedule A Consultation Today






In a free, 15-minute conversation, Mr. Padgett will gather some basic information about your legal problem and determine whether to accept your case. However, he will not dispense any specific legal advice until after a Retainer Agreement is signed.



















Contact Us




Office Location:

Padgett Law, P.A.

 

201 E. Kennedy Blvd.
Suite 600
Tampa, FL 33602

 

Phone: 813-302-1376




Tampa Office
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